Hands, Horses and High Tech Machines!

Lesson Snapshot

Related “My American Farm” Game

Equipment Engineer available at www.myamericanfarm.org

Grade Levels

• Third - Fifth

Content Areas

• Science
• Technology

Standards

NS-K 4.5 Science and Technology
NS-K 4.6 Personal and Social Perspectives
NS.5-8.5 Science and Technology
NS.5-8.5 Personal and Social Perspectives
NT.K-12.3 Technology Productivity Tools

National Science Standards, National Technology Standards

Objectives

By the end of this activity, the students will be able to:

• Describe the importance of machinery and equipment in helping farmers to increase their productivity of food and fiber.

Materials

• Note cards – 1 package per team
• Paper clips – 5 per team
• Masking tape – 1 roll
• Poster board or Butcher paper – 1 sheet per team
• Markers, Crayons or Colored Pencils
• “Decoding History” cards (1 set per group)
• (Optional) Computers and internet access – 1 per student or pair. This is only necessary if you wish to do the My American Farm game in class.

Preparation

• Visit the My American Farm online game (www.myamericanfarm.org) to preview the Equipment Engineer game.

• Review the lesson. There are a couple of places where you will see an asterisk (*). These are areas where you can choose to modify the lesson. To determine if you need to make these modifications, ask:
  » How much time would you like to allocate for the activity?
  » How would you like students to demonstrate what they’ve learned?

Introduction

Set Context for the Activity

Step 1: Introduce “Agricultural Equipment”

• Ask students to respond to the following questions:
  “Who will describe to the class how they’ve seen a grown-up go about cutting the grass on a lawn?”
  “Great! Can anyone share how they’d go about cutting grass without the use of a lawn mower?”

• Connect student responses to the importance of machines. A lawn mower is a complex machine that helps us complete the very simple everyday task of cutting the grass. Without this machine, cutting the grass would be possible…but it would be MUCH more difficult. Just the same, farmers
use machines to help them to more easily and more efficiently produce food and fiber.
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Step 2: Advancing Equipment

Introduce students to the Advancing Equipment activity.

• Students will be broken into teams of 3-5 students.
• Each team will receive a package of note cards.
• Teams will have 3 opportunities to build the tallest tower they can out of note cards. A new piece of “equipment” will be given to them before the 2nd and 3rd rounds.

• Round 1: Using just the note cards, give the team 1 minute to build. Measure each tower and declare a winner of round 1.
• Round 2: Provide each team with 5 paper clips. Give the teams 1 minute to build. Measure each tower and declare a winner of round 2.
• Round 3: Provide each team with a 2 foot piece of masking tape. Give the teams 1 minute to build. Measure each tower and declare a winner of round 3.

• Process Advancing Equipment Activity

  » What happened as we advanced from one round to the next?
  » How did receiving a new piece of equipment help you to succeed?
  » So what does this tell us about equipment?

  » Just as advances in equipment provided helped us to be more successful as we built our towers, advances in agricultural equipment and machinery help farmers to become more efficient as the produce agricultural products. Farmers have grown over the years from using their hands and horse-drawn plows to using large machinery that is computerized to navigate itself through their field.

  » What machinery or equipment do you think will be developed in the future?

Step 3: Decoding History

• At the end of this document you will find cards showing the historical progression of the use of agricultural machinery in the United States. An answer key is also provided.
• Make one copy of this sheet per group. Cut apart cards and shuffle prior to giving to students.
• Groups are to race to lay out cards in historical order.
• Check it! Check in with each group to determine if they have cards in the appropriate order. You may do this individually or as a whole class.
• Report it! Students act as news reporters and provide a brief news report to the rest of the class on this amazing historical discovery!

Step 4: Equipment Engineer Game

• At this point you may elect to have students play “Equipment Engineer”, available at www.myamericanfarm.org. Students can work individually or in pairs.
• Inform students that they will be jumping into a fun game, in which they will learn more about the equipment that farmers use to produce food and fiber.

*You may choose to have students play this game before you arrive, after you have left, or at home with adult permission.

WRAP UP

REVIEW, ASSESS, CHALLENGE

Step 5: Review Relevant Concepts

• After students have returned to their seats, write the following sentence stems on the board and have students complete the sentences on a piece of paper:

  » One thing I already knew about farm equipment before today was…
  » One thing new I learned about farm equipment during today’s activity is…
  » One thing I can’t wait to share with a friend about farm equipment is…
• After students have captured all three sentences on a piece of paper, have them turn to a partner and share what they’ve written.

Step 6: Assess Learning

• Show What You Know: Have students join back together with their team from the activity. Provide each team with a piece of poster board or butcher paper and crayons/markers/colored pencils. Have each team take 5 minutes to create a poster to share with others something they learned about farm equipment.

*Ask the teacher if he or she knows of a place where the posters can be displayed in the school (lunch room, hallway, gymnasium, etc.) Offer to hang the posters yourself as you leave, or ask the teacher if she will do so.

Step 7: Challenge

• Remind students that advances in machinery and equipment allow farmers to be more productive. Challenge them to make a list of all the tools and equipment they have that make their life easier and find out more about how those useful items were invented/created.

*Take Home Enrichment: Encourage students to ask an adult to take them to visit an agricultural equipment dealer to look at the variety of agricultural machines up-close and ask the dealer if he’d be willing to answer a few questions about the equipment.

“Decoding History” Answer Key

• 18th Century: Oxen and horses were used to do work on farms.

• 1793: Eli Whitney invented the Cotton Gin.

• 1837: John Deere and Leonard Andrus began making steel plows.

• 1862-1875: 1st Agricultural Revolution

• 1884: The Horse Drawn Combine was put into use.

• 1930s: Rubber tire tractors became popular.

• 1945-1970: 2nd Agricultural Revolution

• 1990s - Present: Information technology became popular.
Decoding History
Make one copy of this sheet for each group. Cut apart cards and randomize before giving to group.

Oxen and horses were used to do work on farms.

Eli Whitney invented the Cotton Gin, which separated cotton lint from the seed. This made harvesting cotton much easier!

John Deere and Leonard Andrus began making steel plows.

1st Agricultural Revolution: Farmers began using horses to do more work than work done by hand.

The horse drawn combine was put into use to harvest wheat.

Rubber tire tractors became popular for working on farms.

2nd Agricultural Revolution: Farmers began using machines more than horses.

Information technology, like GPS, became popular in tractors and made farming much more efficient and precise!